
BLUE ISLAND

MATERIAL 

10 balls of Vasto by Laines Du Nord - 100% Italian
Merino Wool - 50 gr 125 mt - Color 004 Night Blue

4.50 circular needle in 60/80 cm and 40 cm cable

Cable needle

Stitch holder, knife, sew needle

MEASURES 

The pattern is knitted in 48 EU Size

Chest 105/108 cm

SAMPLE 

10 x 10 cm = 17 sts. x 24 rows



SPORTY PULLOVER

MATERIALS
Soft Lino by Laines du Nord
4 x 50grm balls of color 01 (ivory)
1 x 50grm ball of color 23 (pink
1 x 50grm ball of color 22 (lime green)
1 x 50grm ball of color 21 (light green)
1 x 50grm ball of color 13 (light blue)
3mm and US6/4mm circular needles ( one 60 cm in length, one 
80 cm in length.
3mm crochet hook

SIZE: 40/42

NOTES
This sweater is worked from the top down. The sts for the sleeves 
are picked up at the armhole and worked downwards.

ABBREVIATIONS
RS = right side of work
WS = wrong side of work
st/sts. = stitch / stitches
inc = increase
k = knit
ktbl = knit through back loop (insert right hand needle into the 
next stitch on the left hand needle through the back loop)
yo = yarn over
tog. = together
rep. = repeat
p = purl
foll = follow / following
Tr2tog: (yo, insert the hook in the next st, yo and pull new loop, 
yo and pull through 2 loops on crochet-hook) twice, yo and pull 
through 3 loops on crochet-hook.

COLLAR
Using 3mm circular needles (60cm long) and ivory cast on 116sts 
join in a circle. 
Place a colored marker to indicate the beg/end of round.
Working in rounds work as follows:
Work 20 rounds in K1, P1 rib.
Then using the crochet hook, pick up the cast on sts and slip them 
onto US6/4mm circular needle (80cm long) put one needle next 
to the other one (one needle with the sts for collar and 2nd needle 
with the picked up sts) and using US6/4mm knitting needle * 
K2tog (one stitch from each needle) * rep from * until you have 
worked all sts and joined the long edges of the collar.
YOKE
Change to color pink and work as follows:
34sts for front, 1 st for raglan line (place a colored marker on 
this st), 22sts for first sleeve, 1 st. for raglan line (place a colored 
marker on this st), 34sts for back, 1 st. for raglan line (place a 
colored marker on this st), 22sts for second sleeve, 1 st. for raglan 
line (placing a colored marker on this st).

1st round and all odd numbered rounds: yo before and after 
every marker raglan line st, this shapes the raglan, (move Marker 
as you work), knit the remaining sts. [8 yo across the row = 8 
increased sts]
2nd round and even numbered rounds: knit all sts and knit tbl all 
yo sts.
Rep 1st and 2nd round until you have worked 47 rounds working 
colors as follows: 
4 more rounds in Pink
7 rounds in ivory
7 rounds in yellow
7 rounds in ivory
7 rounds in yellow
7 rounds in ivory 
6 rounds in light green 
BODY
Using color ivory across the 48th round knit the back and front 
sts only, working no increases at 4 raglans, slip these raglan sts of 
each sleeve onto spare needles AT THE SAME TIME for armholes 
shaping, cast on 8 sts at underarms when joining the back and 
front sts.
Cont in stocking st (Knit all rounds) working colors as follows:
6 more rounds in ivory 
7 rounds of light green
7 rounds of ivory
7 rounds light blue.
7 rounds ivory 
7 rounds light blue
7 rounds ivory
7 rounds light blue
7 rounds ivory
BAND
Work 12 rounds in ivory in K1, P1 rib.
Cast off.
SLEEVES 
Slip one set of sleeve sts onto US6/4mm circular needle and 
working in rounds in stocking stitch working color sequence as 
follows:
7 rounds in ivory
7 rounds in light green
7 rounds in ivory
7 rounds light blue
7 rounds in ivory
7 rounds in light blue
 7 rounds in ivory
7 rounds in light blue
7 rounds in ivory
Next Round: * K1, P2tog rep from * across row.
Change to 3mm needles and work 20 rounds in K1,P1, rib.
Cast off.
Work the second sleeve in the same way.


